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Nicholas Lanthier
March 29, 2022 at 8:33 pm

Wow great guest, very excited to watch! Glad i became member, well worth the 10$ canadian peso for golden insights.

Ben Kittrell
April 1, 2022 at 4:06 am

Lol! Canadian Peso.

Running_wild11
March 29, 2022 at 9:00 pm

Thank you 

🙂

Kevin Malle
March 29, 2022 at 10:16 pm

Can I still submit questions for Fortune? If so, how?

Crow !

March 30, 2022 at 9:52 am

We stopped collection weeks ago and have two more episodes to get through the list we have.

Dferrell
March 29, 2022 at 10:19 pm

That was amazing. Thanks to the three of you . Hope he comes back soon

Josh Rohde
March 29, 2022 at 10:19 pm

His outlook certainly aligns with Steiner’s. Steiner said Pisces will last until approx 3500, having begun approx 1410. That being said,
each age bleeds into another, so, being 1/3rd thru Pisces, we Wld be shedding the echoes of the prior age. Also, Steiner often spoke
of ‘The Guardian of the Threshold’ regarding post-life experience. Great episode! ‘There are no victims, only volunteers’. Great line
by Fortune.

Kara
March 29, 2022 at 11:09 pm

Another excellent episode with Fortune! Lots to ponder and revisit. Looking forward to the following Q&A and hope it is released
soon. Thanks so much, Crow, Jason, Fortune, and Rose. Much appreciated.

Mark Grestschak
March 30, 2022 at 8:40 am

Sooooo…. what’s in Antarctica?

Nicholas Lanthier
March 30, 2022 at 9:20 am

Boovs

Mark Grestschak
March 30, 2022 at 10:33 am

jaja

Gabriel Avila
March 30, 2022 at 9:59 am

Fortune is a special man, thank you Crrow.

Timothy Mast
March 30, 2022 at 10:49 am

Did anyone find what James Forrestal had told the staff at hospital?

Mark Grestschak
March 30, 2022 at 11:16 am

According to Wikipedia… Forrestal’s alleged last written statement, touted in the contemporary press and later biographers
as an implied suicide note, was part of a poem from W. M. Praed’s translation of Sophocles’ tragedy Ajax:[43]

Fair Salamis, the billows’ roar,
Wander around thee yet,
And sailors gaze upon thy shore
Firm in the Ocean set.
Thy son is in a foreign clime
Where Ida feeds her countless flocks,
Far from thy dear, remembered rocks,
Worn by the waste of time–
Comfortless, nameless, hopeless save
In the dark prospect of the yawning grave….
Woe to the mother in her close of day,
Woe to her desolate heart and temples gray,
When she shall hear
Her loved one’s story whispered in her ear!
“Woe, woe!” will be the cry–
No quiet murmur like the tremulous wail
Of the lone bird, the querulous nightingale–

Mark Grestschak
March 30, 2022 at 11:17 am

Although, I would check other sources before settling that this is what Fortune was talking about

jporter
March 30, 2022 at 7:01 pm

He was said to be the director of Operation Highjump with admiral Byrd. I would read Byrd’s diaries if you aren’t familiar. Just
keep in mind that arctic and Antarctic were apparently switched around. Most evidence points to him being suicided for his
blatant opposition to the formation of Israel, which really ramps up the possibility of misinformation regarding his life

johnkimbear
March 30, 2022 at 12:10 pm

I meditation just being in deep thought? I get in deep thought a lot

Dferrell
March 30, 2022 at 1:07 pm

Did the term Satan come from Lucifer after his light or higher self was terminated?

Son of a Bircher
March 31, 2022 at 10:30 pm

Satan means avisary. Lucifer appears to be mistranslation using latin text instead of Hebrew. I believe morning star may be a
better translation. Which also brings in devil (accuser). Are all 3 the same entity or different beings?

Noah Damato
March 30, 2022 at 1:15 pm

I can’t find anything in regards to Forrestal’s comments on Antarctica.. I think the theory that it’s an ice ring with other lane masses
past it holds value.

Elizabeth
March 30, 2022 at 5:19 pm

I think so too but I sense a darkness otherwise I think he would have touched on it more .

Kara
March 30, 2022 at 6:01 pm

This is the only substantial info I could find. http://ariwatch.com/VS/JamesForrestal/NursesNotes.htm

AnnMarie Ingram
April 2, 2022 at 9:35 am

Excellent find! Depressing reading. Poor chap.
All we can take from this re Antarctica is weather modification. There must be lots more to it.

Can Fortune tell ys more in the second hour??

jasonthebull
April 3, 2022 at 12:27 pm

Wait till you find out we are the reflection on the firmament we see at night. Well, that’s where we live anyway 

😉

 ” as above,
so below.”

Josh del Sol
March 30, 2022 at 2:26 pm

Super brilliant. He reminds me of Dr. Barre Lando, another St. Germain-aligned doctor with layers and layers of multidimensional
knowledge and a heart for mankind.

Catalina Torres
March 30, 2022 at 2:29 pm

Have not found what he told the nurses

lucyliu
March 30, 2022 at 3:24 pm

I have been looking forward to this since the email went out, thank you Crow, Fortune and all who worked on production.

Time Space Identity
March 30, 2022 at 3:27 pm

Crow, I’m noticing that when you are particularly spiritually inspired the episode images are extremely well done. I’m super impressed
with this one! Thanks for all that you further encode there.

Donna Ligon
March 30, 2022 at 3:57 pm

The synchronicity for me with this episode is crazy and an answer to prayers! Initially, something gave me pause with this guest in
other episodes. Perhaps I just wasn’t ready yet????
So this morning I was journaling to Father, our Creator. I vented about a bunch of things I didn’t understand about HIm, this world,
how we were born into it without choice and centuries of lies and deception, how we’re poisoned by everything we need to survive
etc. Then I asked for forgiveness, thanked Him for everything seen and unseen, prayed for mankind,( with specifics),Prayed for my
family, friends and clients, again very detailed, prayed about specific numbers I’ve been seeing for a long time. Recently 666, 999,
699, 2222, 444,, 555, 777and 111 or 1111. I mean a long time! At first. 666 gave me pause but I wasn’t really afraid. I bought a book
on numerology but …. Idk.
Anyway, I asked him to lead me to a place in His word in my Cepher Bible I was lead to Psalms 34-38. That was comforting . Then
as I’m reading a notification came up on my phone of this episode. When I finished praying, I listened but did get that jaded distrustful
feeling…. It was like I had to hear what this man had to say about the questions he was asked! He actually answered quite a few
things I’d been asking or wondering about including those numbers!
Sorry for rambling but this episode just did something for me spiritually…. I can’t explain it but between reading His word and Mr. For‐
tune I just have this good feeling. I do wonder though what is coming to an end that I need to move on to from , but I guess I’ll know
soon enough.
Also, Crrow… what were the 3 words he said to you?
Thanks again for all you guys do! I’m a lot smarter now because of you guys!!!! Much love!

Guest Name:

In this episode Fortune de St. Germain joins us to answer member questions. This will
be the first of three Q &A episodes recorded with Fortune. Long-time members might
notice the tone and tenor of the QA episodes has dramatically shifted toward spiritual
concerns, when compared to early episodes of Crrow777Radio. There will be two more
QA episodes with Fortune to complete the list of member-submitted questions. I can
think of no better guest to address spiritually based questions. Fortune has led a
remarkable life and achieved an elevated state-of-being. Jason and I have known
Fortune for some time now and he never ceases to amaze, and seems to possess an
encyclopedic knowledge of all things archaic – to include spiritual and alchemical
knowing. You might notice that the sound of his voice brings a reassuring calm, that in
turn, offers a brief relief from the chaotic fear and frenzy that is our era. It is good to see
spiritual endeavors rising to the surface in defiance of a world agenda aimed at ending
spiritual development, in favor of the dark path of scientism, digitalization and hyper-
materialism. “For what shall it profit a man, if he shall gain the whole world, and lose his
own soul?” What shall it profit a man indeed, and who among us protected their spirit
from the infernal veil? These are the questions of our fallen time and the only remedy is
spiritual quickening.
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Dorothy Blevens
April 3, 2022 at 1:32 am

🥰

. Our father eventually answers all of our questions and I love that.

I too would like to know the three words

Donna Ligon
March 30, 2022 at 4:00 pm

Sorry misspelling…. Should have read didn’t get that distrustful….

ElectricUni
March 30, 2022 at 4:54 pm

Please tell me there is an RH Negative blood question…..

AnnMarie Ingram
April 2, 2022 at 9:37 am

I hope so! My Mum was rh÷

AzFree Az
March 30, 2022 at 5:16 pm

Thank you everybody that was wonderful, well-chosen questions and well thought out answers by a wise man.
After listening to Fortune speak I feel one more question has to be asked if it’s not in the next episodes, which is. Why did Fortune
constantly refer to this place where we exist as “The Planet”,???.
Our Love is with you all thank you again.

Clark Mckim
March 30, 2022 at 5:18 pm

We love listening to Fortune. Thank you for all you do. It was so fun having a question read and answered! Funny thing is the answer
Fortune gave was incredible and totally different then I had initially intended. Thank you Crrow for reiterating that I had meant “a
physical tool in his lab” that had great meaning to him personally. When I sent the question in I had visions of some simple tool in his
personal lab that he may have a great story of. His answer was so different and awesome. Nonetheless, I am more curious than ever
if Fortune does have a tool or tools that he treasures that are ancient that he may still use…an old colander, old glass tincture, some
metal works that hold things, crystals, gems, anything….. maybe you, Jason , or Rose can ask sometime in you alls conversations. I
would love to know. Cheers

Elizabeth
March 30, 2022 at 5:23 pm

This podcast as special. Thank you so much and I agree the audience is moving towards a higher vibration and how to achieve
peace in this place. So awesome. I have always been intrigued by Antarctica … it’s a special place but I feel it’s a dark energy like
cern. Thank you so much for all that you and Jason and Rose do to educate us

❤❤

Jon D daily
March 30, 2022 at 5:57 pm

Man I hope my question wasn’t asked I was so embarrassed after I sent mine haha

Richard Brown
March 30, 2022 at 7:05 pm

Great episode, Future St. Germain, Crrow777 Radio, Rose and Jason. The numbers I see all the time are 557. That number has
been around me since I was a young kid.

Alicia Evans
March 30, 2022 at 7:44 pm

I find myself yelling out loud.. “Crrow! What were the three words??!”
My Great Goodness I do hope you tell us what those words are.

😊✨❤

Crow !

March 30, 2022 at 7:47 pm

The Marine Corps

Donna Ligon !

March 30, 2022 at 10:44 pm

So in the next episode of q&a, will you elaborate a bit more?

Crow !

March 31, 2022 at 10:17 am

This is a story we will not mention on air for real reasons. You may notice that when Fortune speaks he has
a very measured meter and Jason often cuts many seconds of thought before responses from him. This is
about what is possible and what is not and it is not possible to field the email that would follow – directed at
him.

Donna Ligon !

March 30, 2022 at 11:04 pm

ma·rine (mə-rēn′)
adj.
1.
a. Of or relating to the sea: marine exploration.
b. Native to, inhabiting, or formed by the sea: marine animals.
c. Relating to a system of oceanic habitats coextensive with the continental shelf, ranging from deep water to unpro‐
tected coastlines and characterized along its landward edge by exposure to wave action and tidal currents and by
the absence of trees, shrubs, or emergent vegetation.
2. Of or relating to shipping or maritime affairs.
3. Of or relating to sea navigation; nautical: a marine chart. See Synonyms at nautical.
4. Of or relating to troops that serve at sea as well as on land, specifically the US Marine

Corps-corps noun
Log In
\ ˈkȯr \
plural corps\ ˈkȯrz \
Definition of corps
1a : an organized subdivision of the military establishment
Marine Corps
Signal Corps
b : a tactical unit usually consisting of two or more divisions and auxiliary arms and services
2 : a group of persons associated together or acting under common direction
especially : a body of persons having a common activity or occupation
the press corps
3 : CORPS DE BALLET

Or having to do with the body dead or alive…..

Kara
March 30, 2022 at 8:42 pm

I wanted to share astrologer Crystal-Tyme’s most recent video. Her focus is Sidereal -alchemical astrology. In this video, she talks
about Atlantis, crystals, urine therapy – Nectar of the Gods, sky clock dates /associations, time travel, etc.

You may need to listen to a few of her videos to get the big picture. In the past, she talked about Christos oil, mistletoe, and the
Amanita muscaria mushroom.

https://youtu.be/HAvTEJKi6Y8

Nicholas Aspen
March 30, 2022 at 10:55 pm

Can anyone provide a link to the conversation James Forestall had with the nurses in the hospital before his death? I’ve been
searching for an hour and can’t find it anywhere

AnnMarie Ingram
April 2, 2022 at 9:40 am

Kara in the posts above has it

Todologo
March 30, 2022 at 11:28 pm

So Chance thinks the earth is a sphere and there are planets, galaxies, etc?

Todologo
March 30, 2022 at 11:31 pm

Fortune*

I ask since he said something to the effect some souls go to other “planets”. I understand he may refer to other frequen‐
cies/dimensions etc.

Crow !

March 31, 2022 at 10:19 am

Steiner addresses what is often called planetary development or evolution in a book with Hierarchies in the title (and
planet and zodiac) – I forget it at the moment.

Todologo !

March 31, 2022 at 3:49 pm

Yes I’ve heard you speak about it many time, I just wonder if Fortune believes in heliocentrism.

Ken Sim
March 30, 2022 at 11:51 pm

http://www.masterchoakoksui.bio/

For those who want to know more about Grand Master Choa Kok Sui

mathieu gagne
March 31, 2022 at 2:57 am

This is the most incredible talk I have ever heard. Actually, I’ve listenened to all episodes involving Fortune de St. Germain twice
now, I am getting so much out of it. More than I can put into words. Maybe I can say this: I felt so much during these talks, I know I
have chosen to walk the path that I chose in this life so that I could hear Fortune share with all of us. I truly hope I can hear more
and, even hope that I can meet a great teacher like this in my lifetime. Although I felt I was right there with you all, as I listened.
Thank you so so much

Crispymillispy
March 31, 2022 at 5:27 am

Can anybody name the book that was recommended?

Grim Agama
March 31, 2022 at 9:16 am

The only thing I could really take from pouring through the Nurse’s notes on James Forrestal was that he mentioned a “Synthetic
Storm.” This would lead me to believe & we all know that weather modification is a fact that potentially what could be going on in An‐
tartica is the base for weather modification efforts. Now I can’t say this with absolute certainty but beside the possibility of murder, I
haven’t found anything else of note or that directly points towards Antartica in any fashion. I am intrigued & would appreciate being
able to find what Fortune is talking about here but if we can’t find it maybe it is best we don’t. As no amount of knowing what the U.S
Government is doing past acknowledging that they are indeed evil, would be any good for us.

SmokeC
April 3, 2022 at 8:51 pm

I think he was clear that this is not important and in fact issued a warning to those who pursue this knowledge. The word in‐
sanity was used to describe the end result.

KundaliniAndCelltowers
April 4, 2022 at 4:08 pm

The omission also can trigger one’s BS detector. Read up on the Akashic Records. All knowledge recorded by beings
on earth (past present and future) are supposed to be recorded there. Did Steiner, Cayce and now St Germain have
access to all of it, or just parts? A dozen of the world’s most powerful militaries have permanent reservations down
there. What are they doing, guarding for or against? If spiritual forces are at work down there, I’d imagine they can
fend for themselves, being cherubim, nephilm, or whatever. While one may go “mad” investigating this matter, using
this as an excuse to say little more than what can be gleaned from a review of public records can also be a cop out. I
personally, don’t have a burning need to know about Antarctica, but I think the truth about the matter does play a role
in human/earthly cosmology and it ought to be made known. I mean, haven’t Prince Charles, the Dalai Lama, and
Oprah Winfrey been down there, or at least John Kerry? Why is commercial air traffic not allowed over the continent? I
have heard that there are permanent caribou herds and vegetation down there in certain areas, perhaps due to hot
springs. When I listen to brilliant “channelers” I am always asking, what are they saying that is already known, and
what is actually new? And does such a person’s claimed access to knowledge displace other people’s access to that
same knowledge that lies within themselves? I.e., are people being trained to depend on another person for knowl‐
edge and wisdom that God can provide to them independent of the supposed oracle or font?

Wendy Peters Caivano
March 31, 2022 at 10:03 am

Aloha, Dr. Barre Lando awakened me to the Green Books, and now I am so grateful to have these 3 fascinating episodes with For‐
tune. Question about getting the Twin Hearts mediation though – I found the website for this here http://www.masterchoakoksui –
however – when I go to purchase Twin Hearts it says the store is now closed (because of the germ) – so is there any other way to
get this meditation and other similar teachings? With great gratitude (and we all can not wait to hear about Crrow’s first hand experi‐
ences with Fortune – when the time is right I am sure).

jbl9
March 31, 2022 at 11:29 am

Try this link: https://www.thepranichealers.com/meditation-on-twin-hearts

MJETT
March 31, 2022 at 12:41 pm

With regards to Antarctica, on the most recent episode of the Higherside Chats (from Tuesday 3/29/22), Greg interviewed Dr.
Richard Alan Miller. It was a fascinating chat and I feel like when Fortune mentioned people ‘whose brains were rattled’ or something
like that, after seeing various things, Dr. RAM may fall into this category.

At any rate, he mentioned Antarctica as well, claiming to have visited, and mentioned that bodies of frozen Nephilim were found
miles (maybe 100?) below the surface, and this is why it is so guarded.

So many different shows I listen to have been lining up lately, and Fortune mentioned synchronicity in a positive light..

Deborah S Rondeau
March 31, 2022 at 1:36 pm

Thank You , Fortune, Crow, Jason and Rose. I appreciate Fortune answering these questions and in particular question 20. Fortune’s
reply was very indepth and informative to me. I also thank the living man or woman whom asked that question and all who brought
questions for this episode.

Hutch
March 31, 2022 at 9:05 pm

Crrow, Jason, and rose, great episodes you guys put together with fortune. So much to ponder/ meditate on. Thank you for every‐
thing you do.

Richard Brown
March 31, 2022 at 10:53 pm

This is a Fantastic video! Freemason reveals and explains the shape of the earth. (Exito por Exito) Thank you, Crrow777 Radio,
Rose and Jason. Thanks, to Jen and Steve JMO

Richard Brown
March 31, 2022 at 11:09 pm

Also Shepu. Thank you, guys!

Richard Brown
April 1, 2022 at 1:56 am

We live inside of our creator. Thank you, Crrow777 Radio, Rose and Jason!

Lee777
April 1, 2022 at 6:41 am

Wow. Much needed episode. Gives me a lot of hope. Been getting back into my mediation practices lately which for some reason I
find excuses not to do. A lot of what he says in-line with what my guru says in his satsangs. Powerful stuff. As usual love your work
Jayson crrow777 and rose.

jMay
April 1, 2022 at 7:27 am

Does anybody else feel like their chest/heart/soul is going to explode with love and light as he speaks? I can’t keep from crying with
many of the things he says.

Rollthelosingdice
April 1, 2022 at 7:29 am

Becareful what you listen to, this is dead wrong.

DickB
April 1, 2022 at 8:44 am

Please explain.
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Rollthelosingdice
April 3, 2022 at 6:38 am

Fortune’s beliefs are based on the occult and new age practices. He says alchemy can have good or bad intent be‐
hind it and can be used to perform miracles with divine will. We’re not meant to perform miracles. He refers to Jesus
as a “teacher” that achieved enlightenment. Either Jesus was a crazy liar or he was the son of God as it says in the
scriptures.

The christos consciousness isn’t what allows someone to do miracles, this is a lie. People doing physical miracles to‐
day are involved with the demonic realm, David Blaine for example. 2 Thessalonians 2:9 “Even him, whose coming is
after the working of Satan with all power and signs and lying wonders,”.

Fortune says after this life there are multiple dimensions and reincarnation. There’s not multiple choices on where you
want to go in the afterlife.
Hebrews 9:27 “And as it is appointed unto men once to die, but after this the judgment”. After you die either you’re
with Christ or you’ll have to pay for your sins with eternal separation. This is why it’s important to be born again and
saved.

DickB
April 3, 2022 at 9:07 am

Now I see your perspective, all or nothing, good luck with that.

KundaliniAndCelltowers
April 3, 2022 at 6:44 pm

I say pick and choose what you wish to believe, i.e., what resonates with you. But not all information, whether
true or not, is helpful or necessary to know. Like the derogatory saying about theologians “wasting time” argu‐
ing “How many angels can dance on the head of a pin?” We have limited head space and limited time to get to
the bottom of things while we are incarnated. Is the information you are imbibing hastening your awakening, or
is it adding to your mental clutter? That is a call that only you can make. Cognitively, I can’t keep up with For‐
tune St Germain and Rudolf Steiner. Much of what they say is interesting, but whether it is necessary, I don’t
know. My brain is slowly becoming unglued from some of the old/bad info I’ve received in the past, like the re‐
ality of “space” and the “planets.” But I can’t really verify that the planets are the living heavenly bodies that Cr‐
row and others say they are. And I can’t say that I am certain that Steiner or St Germain have “accessed the
Akashic records,” whatever that means. I would suggest listening with as much discernment as you can bring
to bear, and see if any this stuff makes sense of deep questions that you have. And lastly, the primary measure
of truth is your own personal verification / insight / experience that confirms what is being discussed.

Rollthelosingdice
April 4, 2022 at 7:39 am

Yeah you’re right, I only can process the information given.

SmokeC
April 3, 2022 at 8:55 pm

Words have meaning. Think before you write.

Lee777
April 1, 2022 at 10:23 am

Why do you say that?

Jayne
April 1, 2022 at 11:47 am

Please state your reasons as to why you believe this is dead wrong. I am sure you are well-intentioned, however, there is no
substance behind such a statement and until you are more forthcoming, how can we take such a statement seriously?

Nikolas GIbson
April 1, 2022 at 10:58 am

If it was so dead wrong and the dude has an account here, he would have given an explanation. There is no free pass, but these
things, if maintained, may just work. They seem to be for many others.

Michael Flores
April 1, 2022 at 7:37 pm

John 6:44

AnnMarie Ingram
April 2, 2022 at 9:47 am

No John chp 6 v 44 in my bible

Dorothy Blevens
April 3, 2022 at 1:49 am

John 6:44
King James Version
44 No man can come to me, except the Father which hath sent me draw him: and I will raise him up at the last day.

New King James Version

John 6:44 (NKJV): No one can come to Me unless the Father who sent Me draws him; and I will raise him up at the
last day.

NIV

44 “No one can come to me unless the Father who sent me draws them,(A) and I will raise them up at the last day.

SmokeC
April 3, 2022 at 8:58 pm

Quoting Bible scriptures to suit an argument. Genius.

jasonthebull
April 3, 2022 at 12:28 pm

” the reflection of ourselves is in the nights sky, The very answer to where we are is staring us in the face at night.”

As above, So below. Get it?

THoMiizZ
April 3, 2022 at 2:19 pm

But does he favor the bold?

Craig Hart
April 3, 2022 at 4:30 pm

Great show TY Crrow and Jason. Is it possible to talk or see Fortune? Crrow yes he does make me feel better all his love comes thru
for sure as you said above. Is it possible to talk to or get apt. with Fortune? Maybe there is a student in CA or AZ? My beloved Bas‐
set Beagle Buddy and I both need to learn what ” To Know” in the afterlife and at 64 I want to learn more about Alchemy, Buddy 14
so hurry if you have some ideas/info for me. I feel something caused my Tinnitus which after years has gotten really loud again I
can’t take much more of this and I have idea that is somehow is related to EMF’s I will leave it at that many strange unjust things
have happened the last 5 years that just would never happen before that has made my life change completely as I was happy and
healthy before. I also have just after the tinnitus Giant Cell Arteritus and its host of problems migraines fatigue my eyesight is rapidly
getting worse and more. I won’t say what I think has happened because it would make me appear crazy and I will leave it at that.
Some may know by the hint and if Forrester were alive and well he certainly would. It happens too many people because of its un‐
seen nature. I am not the paranoid type I am educated in worthless memorization and meaningless content.

A tarot reader that was legit people wait to get in would only see me once a friend got me in and she was accurate even future
events came to pass that she said but the one thing I most remember is this: ” I have never seen the stars in so much chaos for so
long as my astrology chart. I have been thru a lot, I have told a few friends thru the years a little and they all say this. you should
write a book something I have no interest in. Its quite a story, many lost, grandfather, father and older brother I only knew my older
brother who passed at 27.

I would like to get an understanding of all this and why that cards said that about stars in chaos and she would not see me again she
didn’t want to tell me things she saw/knew that was 24 years ago. I would like to work with a legit Alchemists to come to terms with it
all, my sense of humor has helped me greatly but I don’t even laugh much lately. It feels like my Sweet Loving Buddy and I are just
going to expire here in the AZ desert. With this ringing which has started up again after years of bearable noise. When I first got it it
got so bad I was getting a massage, a real one lol, I had told her about tinnitus and she could hear it outside my body and said, “that
is inside your head?” Tinnitus is common with the reasons I believe is happening to me, another hint.

Any help you might give me Crrow would be greatly appreciated as well as others here in this forum feel free to reply. It would be
much appreciated.

Peace and Love to All
Cragger

R J Bales McNeill
April 4, 2022 at 7:11 am

Hello Cragger,

I have giant cell temporal arteritis and tinnitus. According to mainstream medicine, it can lead to sudden blindness and/or de‐
mentia. I believe it is caused by microwaves and/or artificial blue light (both of which are pervasive in modern times).

My symptoms started with tinnitus and pain in my temples in the spring of 2019 when a large 5G phased array cell tower was
erected 1/4 mile from our house. I think that that had something to do with the tinnitus and pain, but I have also since found
out that I am electromagnetically sensitive and carry about 3 times more electrical charge in my body than most people. (I
have been told this could be genetics.) I am having to reduce electrical fields in my house (get rid of dirty electricity) and
change out ‘energy saving bulbs’ and fluorescent bulbs. This has made a difference. There is an also electrical transformer
too cose to our house, and we are shielding our windows from it with special netting. But I don’t know that the electrical fields
are the cause of temporal arteritis, I tend to think it is from microwave radiation, since we receive microwaves through our
temples, rather than the ears. (See Celeste Solarum’s series on ‘Whack-a-Brain’, Havana Syndrome.)

Understanding EMF is important if you suffer from them. But it is a technical subject and requires some effort. But it is worth
it. You could start by reading the Non-Tinfoil Guide to EMFs by Nicolas Pineault. It is easy to read and you can come away
with a basic understanding of EMFs.

People don’t seem to understand that we are electromagnetic beings, first and foremost.

In order to mitigate some of your symptoms, you might consider buying some EMF-free clothing and shielding devices. I have
just bought an EMF-free beanie hat and t-shirt, made with protective fabric, and I also sleep in an EMF-free zone. I have also
started to wear blue light-blocking glasses when I am on the computer. This has helped enormously with the head pain, eye
problems and insomnia. The swelling and redness caused by Temporal Arteritis is improving day-by-day. Blue light affects
melatonin production and the master glands, so it is important to limit exposure to it. I’m sleeping like a baby now.

But these devices (clothing and glasses) are really just bandaids. Everything really comes down to changing our conscious‐
ness and increasing awareness. The fact is, matter does not exist. The atom is 99.999999% empty. We are pure conscious‐
ness and according to Max Planck, father of quantum mechanics, chemicals (which make up matter) are just a language
used to describe energy (consciousness).

So how can we be manifesting illness in the body if the body is not there?

In Tibetan Buddhist philosophy, ‘reality’ is described as “nothing whatsoever but it manifests as anything whatsoever in the
unhindered play of the mind of the meditator”. In other words, we are projecting our reality all the time like a film projector. It is
all illusion.

So, if we are experiencing illness, we need look no further than our own consciousness.

For sure, electromagnetic pollution and radio waves are causing mayhem to our projected body forms, but we need to
change how we view our minds and bodies and become more savvy about energetic principles.

I have been doing the Twin Flame Meditation by Master Choa Kok Sui, mentioned by Fortune, and using the electric violet
light for healing and psychic self-defence. People need to understand how subtle energy, Prana or Qi, moves and exchanges.
The best defence to illness and to psychic attack, is sending love and compassion into the world. (Tonglen is a beautiful prac‐
tice, a.k.a Sending-and-Receiving.) It is the best way to protect and heal self and other.

I personally think we are moving into a higher spiritual dimension and a bifurcation is occurring in the collective conscious‐
ness. The wheat is being separated from the chaff or tares.

Here is a reference that might help you if you need pranic (subtle-energy) healers who have had training from Master Choa
Kok Sui (referenced by Fortune):

http://www.ukpranichealing.co.uk.

Master Choa has also written a number of important works (also on CD) on Pranic healing, meditation, and transformation.
He has an excellent book on Psychic Self-Defence that I have learned a lot from. It is simple to use the techniques in that
book and they do work well.

I also suggest reading books such as: The Body Electric (Becker and Seldon), Cross Currents (Dr Robert O. Becker), Vibra‐
tional Medicine (Richard Gerber), The Invisible Rainbow (Arthur Firstenberg), Healing is Voltage Handbook (Jerry Tennant,
MD), Energy Medicine (James Oschman). These types of books will help you to understand your body as energy.

Working with breath and prana (qi) is the key to the future.

I wish you all the best on your journey to healing and expanding consciousness.

Renee
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